15:05:57 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Good afternoon. Please feel free to introduce yourself here,
and acknowledge the land and territory where you reside.
15:06:33 From Elaine Hughes to Everyone:
Elaine Hughes here - Treaty 4 area in east-central
Saskatchewan, Canada.
15:06:50 From Julia Hansen to Everyone:
Hi! My name is Julia, attending from Wolastoqiyik unceded
territory, known also as Fredericton, NB. Thank you all!
15:07:41 From Ann McAllister to Everyone:
Ann McAllister - grateful to live on unceded Wolastoq
territory in Rothesay, NB.
15:08:14 From Lauren Clark to Host and Panelists:
Hello! My name is Lauren and I’m attending from unceded
Mi’kmaq’ki, in Sackville, NB.
15:08:43 From Ann Pohl to Everyone:
Ann Pohl. Kitchissippi-Ottawa Valley Chapter of the Council of
Canadians, living gratefully on the unceded, untreatied territory of
the Algonquin Anishinabeg. CNL is located in our chapter's region.
15:09:17 From Heather Ramsay to Host and Panelists:
Heather Ramsay, Kingston and The Islands, traditional
territory of Haudenosone, Ojibwa, and Huron-Wendat peoples.
15:09:23 From Jiivan BlaisMathieu to Host and Panelists:
Jiivan (Dijiznikaz=is my name) on TdjotakgéHochelagaAnishnabe
Territory socalled Montréal
15:10:37 From Jan Boudart to Host and Panelists:
Jan Boudart, board member of Nuclear Energy Information
Service (NEIS). janboudart1@gmail.com, Chicago, IL
15:10:44 From vicki obedkoff to Everyone:
Hi! Vicki Obedkoff, Inter-Church Uranium Committee and
Educational Co-op (ICUCEC), Saskatoon, living gratefully on Treaty 6
Territory and the Homeland of the Metis Nation.
15:11:01 From Ingrid Alesich to Host and Panelists:
Ingrid Alesich of Treaty 4 which includes the city of Regina.
Have BSc. Environmental Sciences and Ecology. Activist all my life
against every stage of the nuke industry. Was lead researcher on the
qualitative analysis of Uranium Mining Public Enquiries in
Saskatchewan, University of Regina, published report 1984.
Also heavily involved in promoting connections to nature
through Nature Regina.
15:11:09 From Joan Morningstar to Everyone:
Joan Morningstar - Residing at Mississaugi First Nation,
Ontario 1.6 km from Blind River Nuclear Refinery which also does
incinerator burns..
15:11:55 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
Sarah Gabrielle Baron. M'nidoo M'nissing, Anishinabek First
Nation territory. Host, RADIOACTIVE podcast
15:12:11 From Marilyn Hay to Everyone:
Marilyn Hay, Kitchener Waterloo Chapter of Council of
Canadians. Living on the unceded territory granted to Six Nations,

ancestral home of the Anishnawbe and Haudenosaunee.
15:13:49 From Helen Forsey to Everyone:
Hello from Helen Forsey - in St. John's NL at present, but
also based in Ompah, ON, near where the Algonquin First Nations led an
8-month blockade of uranium "exploration" on their territory, I was
honoured to be part of that blockade, which ultimately succeeded in
stopping the plan.
15:14:13 From Johanna Echlin to Everyone:
Hi Johanna Echlin here. Spend summers on Ottawa River just
downriver from Chalk River. This is unneeded Algonquin territory.
Chalk River Laboratories is where CNL wants to build an above-ground
mound to dispose of one million tonnes of radioactive waste one
kilometre from the Ottawa River. We are doing all we can to stop this
from happening.
15:14:53 From Joan Morningstar to Host and Panelists:
Can you post Gordon Edwards website Please
15:15:00 From Johanna Echlin to Everyone:
Spell check changed unneeded to unneeded - how ridiculous!
Sorry for not catching that right away.
15:15:16 From Johanna Echlin to Everyone:
Did it again. Seems I can’t win
15:15:19 From Sam Arnold to Host and Panelists:
Sam Arnold, also on the unceded Wolastoqey territory. Susan
said that Pt. Lepreau provides 30% of NB Power’s output. Is that
averaged output, or only when it is operating? At the moment the CANDU
reactor is off-line for maintenance, which happens rather frequently.
I suspect that the average output of the CANDU reactor is well below
30%.
15:15:22 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility's web site is
www.ccnr.org (Gordon Edward's web site)
15:15:54 From Garry Guild to Everyone:
Joan Green & Garry Guild Council of Canadians Fredericton
Chapter, on unceded Wolastoq territory
15:16:18 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Sam Arnold, Host and Panelists:
Good question, Sam. We'll get back to you on that after the
webinar.
15:17:47 From gracia janes to Everyone:
Greetings from Niagara, -Gracia Janes, representing the
National Council of Women of Canada and Provincial Council of Women of
Women.
15:18:10 From Harald Wolf to Everyone:
I worked with some of the Chipewayan-Dene relatives of the
people that packed those sacks from the mine to the airstrip. They
told me the white people there had access to saunas and clean clothes,
while the Indigenous people worked in the same dusty clothes.
15:20:48 From Janice Harvey to Everyone:
Janice Harvey, Fredericton, unceded Wolastoqey territory.
Environment & Society Program, St. Thomas University.
15:26:55 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:

thank you Gordon!!
15:27:30 From Simon J Daigle to Everyone:
Thank you Gordon. Simon (Montreal).
15:27:45 From Ian Pineau to Everyone:
Impressive summary; thank you Gordon
15:27:50 From Catherine Jones to Everyone:
Thank you Gordon. Great info
15:27:54 From Alexa Lerche to Everyone:
Thank you, very interesting!
15:29:47 From Mary Jane Williams to Host and Panelists:
I’m late. Will recording of this webinar be available?
15:30:09 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Mary Jane Williams, Host and
Panelists:
Yes, a recording will be available.
15:30:11 From Renée Turcotte to Everyone:
We do not see her slides if she has some
15:30:32 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Lorraine is not using slides. Thanks for checking, Renee
15:31:31 From Harald Wolf to Everyone:
Harald Wolf joining from ̱
WSÁNEĆ lands on the West Coast.
I spent a decade in the uranium exploration industry as
technician, prospector & geologist, including 3 years in Atlantic
Canada - briefly in NB. Sadly, it took all those years to build the
strong opposition I now have to nuclear power.
15:32:01 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
Serpent River flows straight into Lake Huron
15:32:23 From Ian Pineau to Everyone:
So much for any consideration of moving to Elliot Lake as a
"Retirement Community"
15:32:26 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Harald Wolf, Host and
Panelists:
Thanks for sharing that, Harald
15:33:41 From gracia janes to Everyone:
Even better than usual Gordon, !! Gracia
15:34:44 From Leslie Chandler to Everyone:
Has there been research into cancer rates since Elliot Lake
became a 'retirement community'? Say, over the past 20 years?
15:36:01 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Leslie Chandler, Host and
Panelists:
Thanks for your question, Leslie. Can you please post it in
the Q and A section? Look for the tab just to the left of the chat
tab.
15:36:24 From Gordon Edwards to Host and Panelists:
Correction: The Serpent River flows into Georgian Bay, which
is contiguous to Lake Huron. The Serpent River system is about 58
miles long, with about 18 lakes along the way. In 1977-78 the Ontario
government published a report saying that the entire Serpent River
system was a biological desert because of chemical and radiological
pollution from the mine tailings. There are bout 250 million tons of
radioactive uranium tailings in Canada, stored on the surface as a

finely ground sand somewhat like flour. Very mobile, especially since
it gives off (exhales) radioactive radon gas which travels thousands
of miles in the air and deposits radioactive polonium isootopes on the
ground below. Also dust blowing spreads the source material.
15:36:57 From Leslie Chandler to Host and Panelists:
Yes, Brenain.
15:37:45 From Joan Morningstar to Everyone:
There should be a research into cancer rates since Blind River
Refinery - Cameco started operations. I am in remission - lung cancer.
15:37:51 From Gordon Edwards to Everyone:
Correction: The Serpent River flows into Georgian Bay, which
is contiguous to Lake Huron. The Serpent River system is about 58
miles long, with about 18 lakes along the way. In 1977-78 the Ontario
government published a report saying that the entire Serpent River
system was a biological desert because of chemical and radiological
pollution from the mine tailings. There are bout 250 million tons of
radioactive uranium tailings in Canada, stored on the surface as a
finely ground sand somewhat like flour. Very mobile, especially since
it gives off (exhales) radioactive radon gas which travels thousands
of miles in the air and deposits radioactive polonium isootopes on the
ground below. Also dust blowing spreads the source material.
15:38:36 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Correction, Gordon: the Serpent River flows directly in the
North Channel of Lake Huron. Georgian Bay is quite a bit further east
and south.
15:38:55 From Gordon Edwards to Everyone:
Thank you Brennain
15:40:51 From Ann Pohl to Everyone:
WORD! YES! Mystification and telling us we can't understand!
Yes! That is a major blocking tool here close to CNL and I
also heard it being used by the industry re: the DGR in South Bruce.
"Be careful, this is a very complicated area and you need to know the
full science to have a avlid opinion."
15:41:27 From Sam Arnold to Host and Panelists:
Question for Gordon. Was uranium used to illuminate the face
of watches? I was given such a watch in 1963 and then was told not to
wear it because of it’s nuclear content. Thanks, great presentation!
15:41:40 From Harald Wolf to Everyone:
Probably the most frightening aspect of nuclear materials and
waste is the invisibility of it. As Gordon said, you don't know what
you're exposed to without uncommon and expensive instruments. I found
a subdivision outside Bancroft, Ontario that was built on radioactive
tailings!
15:43:06 From Janice Harvey to Everyone:
The author of Electric Empire, just mentioned by Lorraine, is
Paul Mackay (McKay?), not Peter.
15:43:44 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
Lorraine's friend, Joan Morningstar, lives in the next First
Nation reserve next to the West, Mississaugi First Nation. please
visit Say No To Cameco on Facebook to see the fight to shut down the

Cameco uranium refinery and incinerator poisoning her community.
15:43:44 From Joan Morningstar to Everyone:
Blind River Refinery - Cameco started in 1982. Cancer rate is
more common in this area now. What I really want to see is a research
in cancer and other illness related to this toxics from Cameco
especially to the incinerator burning.
15:45:02 From Alison Lam to Everyone:
Lorraine!
So very powerful and moving. Thank you for
sharing your personal experiences! Your words are so profound.
15:45:08 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Excellent point, Joan. And Mississauga First Nation had Dr.
Rosalie Bertell do a health study in the 1990s (or was it the 80s?) so
there is a baseline to work from.
15:45:17 From Lauren Clark to Host and Panelists:
Thank you Lorraine
15:45:21 From Joan Morningstar to Everyone:
Miigwechiwenimin Lorraine!!
15:45:52 From Corrina Serda to Everyone:
Thank you so much for sharing your experiences and wisdom,
Lorraine!
15:45:52 From Marie-Claire Faray to Host and Panelists:
This conversation is very important as the Disarmament /
Environment campaigns movements often avoid the issue if nuclear
mining for nuclear energy used in electricity in Europe. The same as
cobalt used for electric car is not clean energy as the mining of
cobalt is damaging the environment and health of populations in the
DRCongo where I live. Thanks
15:46:21 From Ann McAllister to Everyone:
Thank you, Lorraine.
15:46:28 From Ann McAllister to Everyone:
Thank you, Gordon.
15:46:32 From Elaine Hughes to Everyone:
Mass destruction of environment = ECOCIDE; attempts being made
currently to add it as the 5th crime at the International Criminal
Court - Elaine Hughes
15:46:33 From Catherine Jones to Everyone:
Lorraine. That was one of the most powerful talks I have
listed to in years. Miigwetch
15:46:55 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
Sprott (and Cameco) are stockpiling uranium and forcing the
prices higher RIGHT NOW
15:47:22 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Back to Janice's point about Paul McKay's book: it is
"Electric empire: The inside story of Ontario Hydro Paperback – Jan. 1
1983
by Paul McKay".
15:47:45 From Joan Morningstar to Everyone:
Yes, Dr. Rosalie Bertell did do health study; I am trying at
this time to get a copy of her report. Do you know where I could get a
copy?

15:47:59 From Alexa Lerche to Everyone:
Thank you very much as well!
15:48:37 From Rodrigue Hebert to Host and Panelists:
The Q&A prompt does not open for me. Don't know if is a
general issue.
15:49:10 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Joan, I think Dr Bertell's health study was included in
Misssauga First Nation's background documents they filed as part of
their intervention in the Blind River uranium refinery relicensing. I
will check on that and get the link to you after the webinar.
15:50:22 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Rodrigue Hebert, Host and
Panelists:
Sorry to hear that Rodrigue. Please post it as a question in
the chat to only the panelists and Susan and I will do our best to
have it included.
15:51:51 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Host and Panelists:
Gordon, when you answer the questions by typing I don't think
they remain available for upvoting.
15:53:05 From Joan Morningstar to Everyone:
Thank you
15:55:47 From Jiivan BlaisMathieu to Everyone:
Looking foward that the video archive of this webinar will be
available to look at including the chat, to share around for example
witha OCAA (Ontario Clean Air Alliance) platforms
15:59:52 From Harald Wolf to Everyone:
In 1978, I was sent to negotiate a land access agreement with
a young couple somewhere near Fredericton that had "fled" Ontario to
get away from the environmental destruction there. I tried to explain
to them that a uranium exploration company had acquired the mineral
rights to their land. They were devastated! It was probably the
hardest job I ever had, and very much started my reconsideration of
what I might do with my life.
16:00:13 From Ann Pohl to Everyone:
Joan Morningstar, if Brennain comes up empty-handed, I have
contacts that might have a paper copy of that Bertell study. Email me
to remind to try for you: ann@openflows.net
16:00:25 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
when Joan Morningstar told Cameco and the Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission CNSC about the cancers in her community, two
"experts" immediately told her that "cancer is normal". Please visit
Say No To Cameco on Facebook
16:00:28 From Alexa Lerche to Everyone:
Thank you!
16:01:21 From Marc Fafard to Everyone:
thank you for good words. Marc Fafard, Sept-Iles Sans Uranium.
Bon in Shippagan and dis m'y High Cool in Grand Falls N-B. wé did
about the same thing in Québec To et à simili moratoriun in 2015.
bravo
16:01:47 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Marc Fafard, Host and
Panelists:

Great to see you, Marc!
16:01:49 From Gordon Edwards to Everyone:
Sam Arnold - it was RADIUM that was use to illuminate watch
dials not uranium - but as I said, every atom of radium started out as
an atom of uranium! These watches are very dangerous.
16:02:01 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
Ann Pohl I captured your email. I will email you soon.
16:02:07 From Marc Fafard to Everyone:
sory french clavier and corector
16:03:10 From Helen Forsey to Everyone:
Important to note that uranium "exploration" is a big scam in
which large pots of government money/tax benefits etc are made
available to companies who "explore" in order to get that money. In
the process they disturb or destroy the environment, atmosphere and
water table, releasing radon and other radioactive progeny. The
governments are actively promoting this even where the ore is way too
low-grade to be "worth" even digging up!
16:03:32 From Robert Read to Host and Panelists:
Please make three little dots appear at lower right of chat so
we’ll be able to download it. Very important !
16:03:59 From Marilyn Hay to Everyone:
Wiil a recording, copies of the slides, and the chat be
available?
16:04:39 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Robert Read, Host and
Panelists:
Thanks, Rob. I don't think we can change those settings while
in session. Do you not see the dots right now?
16:05:09 From Jiivan BlaisMathieu to Everyone:
Will there be a video available of the Webinar to view later
including the chat
16:05:10 From Ian Pineau to Everyone:
Please tell me you are kidding; they sell radioactive
fertilizer! WTF!
16:05:10 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
A recording will be available in a few days, Marilyn.
16:05:11 From DAvid Robinson to Host and Panelists:
I am a pro-nuclear Green and I am concerned about the careless
arguments - Nickel mining and gold mining do the same damages. Lung
cancer 60s too. Of course heavy smoking among miterers is as cause of
more cancers. Agriculture and oil do far more environmental damage and
are heavily subsidized. There facts is that nuclear power generation
is the least environmentally damaging source we have. Holding the
standards of the 1950s and 1960s against projects proposed for the
2030s seems a bit unreasonable.
16:06:47 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to DAvid Robinson, Host and
Panelists:
Dave, the effects are not the same. You are entitled to that
opinion, I suppose, but it's your opinion.
16:07:42 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
You can hear about Port Hope from my podcast with Fay Moore

here https://anchor.fm/sarah-gabrielle-baron or search RADIOACTIVE on
Spotify or Google Podcasts
16:10:26 From Marc Fafard to Everyone:
arrond Sept-Iles, we art à mining paid town. Uranium was not
welcomed. 90% against. thé élément is vers important and Uranium has
the worst réputation of them all.
16:11:59 From Anna-Marie MacKinnon to Host and Panelists:
I want to thank everyone involved with this webcast for this
presentation. I know that usually most attendees to things like this
are already in agreement, but I’d previously been excited about
another reactor at LePreau ( I’m in Saint John) It never occurred to
me to wonder where the uranium would be coming from.
16:13:32 From Dale Dewar to Host and Panelists:
Joseph Mangano, the epidemiologist, did comparisons on the
health of children around nuclear power plants to children without
nuclear reactors. He was interviewed by Nuclear Hotseat. Google his
work.
16:13:37 From Anna-Marie MacKinnon to Host and Panelists:
LePreau is on a fault line, too.
16:15:02 From Ingrid Alesich to Host and Panelists:
If the kind of rain BC just received, happens over those
tailing ponds, near Elliot Lake, they will all breach their walls.
Human structures are flimsy toys to Climate Change.
16:18:05 From Wendy Phillips to Everyone:
Uranium mining promotion by Premier Moe in Saskatchewan now
16:18:24 From Robert Read to Host and Panelists:
No, the dots are not there. If you can’t provide them while in
session, please download and save them yourself, so that they can be
sent out in the email.
16:18:57 From Ingrid Alesich to Host and Panelists:
We had a major tailings pond rupture at Key Lake in
Saskatchewan, back in about 1983. I was involved in raising public
awareness of the radionuclides being released into the surrounding
ecosystems. I received a threatening phone call telling me to keep
quiet. I did not keep quiet. The Conservativeswere in power in Sask at
that time.
16:19:20 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Robert Read, Host and
Panelists:
Thanks, Robert. We'll do that, and the webinar host will also
have access to them when the session closes. Good suggestion.
16:19:46 From Lorraine Rekmans to Ingrid Alesich, Host and Panelists:
Yes they are bullies and try to threaten and harass you into
silence
16:20:49 From Helen Forsey to Everyone:
Highly recommend everyone check out the website of Mining
Watch (https://miningwatch.ca/) who are doing fine work exposing such
outrages in Canada and elsewhere.
16:22:28 From Lise Auffray to Everyone:
Thanks, that would be great!
16:24:14 From Harald Wolf to Everyone:

I have visited scores of abandoned uranium exploration sites
across Canada and specifically seen many drill pipes and adits in
Bancroft, Ontario and Labrador with radioactive water flowing out.
16:25:04 From Joan Morningstar to Everyone:
Would Lorraine have Dr. Bertell reports?>
16:26:27 From Joan Morningstar to Host and Panelists:
Would Lorraine have Dr. Bertell's reports and could Lorraine
share the report?
16:26:38 From Ingrid Alesich to Host and Panelists:
What happened to the plan to move highly radioactive waste
from Ontario to northern Saskatchewan. We have the current
problems..very little talk of Saskatchewan now. uranium City was
closed because 70% of workers were suffering all kinds of illnesses
caused by radioactive contamination.
16:26:49 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Dr. Bertell's watershed book was "No Immediate Danger:
Prognosis for a Radioactive Earth" published in 1990. Still one of the
best resources around for understanding the effects of radiation,
including low levels of exposure.
16:27:14 From Jan Boudart to Host and Panelists:
“No immediate danger” and “Planet Earth, the latest weapon of
war”. Books by Rsalee Bertell.
16:27:42 From Helen Forsey to Everyone:
This whole ongoing nuclear story is such a horrendous example
of the false notion that "man" can control everything. I call it the
patriarchal illusion of control, and it is killing us and all our
relations.
16:27:55 From John Reist to Everyone:
the cold ware is over and the poliferation of nuclear weapons
is over with reduction of warheads through the SALT 2 agreement.
16:27:55 From Harald Wolf to Everyone:
HEAR, HEAR, GORDON EDWARDS!!!
16:27:58 From Marc Fafard to Everyone:
i world sa To everybody To write "open lettre or opinions" in
your local papers. lire was Saïd before, the kids don't no about the
issue! et to your pencils.
16:29:08 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Everyone:
Ingrid, the Nuclear Waste Management Organization investigated
22 communites as possible nuclear waste burial sights, including 3 in
Saskatchewan. They are now shortlisted to two: South Bruce, Saugeen
Ojibway Nation territory in southwestern Ontario, and an area between
Ignace and Dryden in Treaty 3 in northwestern Ontario. Go to
www.knownuclearwaste.ca for more info.
16:29:19 From Marc Fafard to Everyone:
thank To Gordon , Suzanne and ôther présenter and organisers.
thé industriel and gouvernent Will alias screw us for mining money.
16:29:32 From Heather Ramsay to Host and Panelists:
The nuclear industry is very active in the media and has
fooled many people.
16:29:32 From Joan Morningstar to Host and Panelists:

I am interested in one of Dr. Bertell Report that she done for
Mississaugi First Nation. She did a health study for our community
because our community is 1.6 km from Cameco
16:29:48 From Augustin Bazangeya to Host and Panelists:
Thank you Gordon
16:30:05 From Ann McAllister to Everyone:
Thank you so much, Gordon, Lorraine, Tracy and Susan, for
information we can act upon.
16:30:11 From Sam Arnold to Host and Panelists:
Thank you Gordon for your final message today opposing uranium
use for nuclear weapons!
16:30:14 From Heather Ramsay to Host and Panelists:
I don’t know. What about the blue needed necklace with the
silver pendant?
16:30:16 From Marc Fafard to Everyone:
it's about Cnada's job in thé world.
16:30:24 From Joan Morningstar to Host and Panelists:
thank you Lorraine!!!!!!
16:30:47 From Heather Ramsay to Host and Panelists:
Sorry, wrong chat!
16:30:52 From Gordon Edwards to Everyone:
To DR - You are correct that there are a lot of polluting
industries around. The problem with nuclear power is that the wastes
are indestructible human-made elements, many f them radioactive
varieties f otherwise non-radioactive elements, but when the two are
mixed they become inseparable so that ordinary materials become
radioactive. Materials. This represents an irreversible degradation of
the environment and these materials do end up in every nook and
cranny. Look at the report by the Ontario Royal Commission on Electric
Power Planning called A Race Against Time - Nuclear Power in Ontario.
Or the Flowers Report from the UK, entitled Nuclear Power and the
Environment. Both these reports were written by engineers.
16:30:52 From Chatmaster (Brennain) to Joan Morningstar, Host and
Panelists:
Joan, I am going to look for that report for you in the
Misssauga First Nation written intervention from the refinery hearing.
I'll get back to you soon.
16:30:54 From Anne Runyan to Host and Panelists:
Getting Canada to ratify TPNW would also have implications for
finances for mining and other such projects. See Rae Acheson’s Banning
the Bomb on the actions at local, national, international levels of
ripple effects of ratification.
16:31:07 From Ann Pohl to Everyone:
Miigwetch and Thanks to all presenters and organizers. I
needed to learn more about the mining end of this. And I did!
16:31:12 From Marc Fafard to Everyone:
they art lettre stupid souliers or they profit from it!
16:31:36 From Wendy Phillips to Everyone:
Thank you for all of this information.
16:31:45 From Mike Nickerson to Host and Panelists:

Thanks Gordon, Tracy & Lorainne. Thought provoking.
16:32:14 From John Reist to Everyone:
Gordon Edwards is right you dont need Nuclear for Electric
Power, we can use Coal and Gas. Nuclear Power is the carbon free and
we have to get away from Fossil Fuels
16:32:34 From pippa feinstein to Everyone:
Thank you to all presenters and organizers for this important
and very appreciated panel event
16:32:40 From Elaine Hughes to Everyone:
Good job, everyone - thank you! - Elaine Hughes
16:32:52 From Chris Corey to Everyone:
Thank you to everyone. The problem is much worse than I knew.
I feel much worse now.
16:32:59 From Lise Auffray to Everyone:
Thank you so much for all the effort you all have put into
this! So appreciated! Lise, from Moncton
16:33:00 From Heather Ramsay to Host and Panelists:
Thank you all.
16:33:00 From Rodrigue Hebert to Everyone:
Merci Beaucoup! Have a great weekent
16:33:01 From Sarah Gabrielle Baron (she/her) to Everyone:
please visit Day No To Cameco on Facebook

